Effects of indirect toxicity of interacting Cd–Zn in a planktonic marine system
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ABSTRACT: Traditional toxicity bioassays usually assess the effects of single substances on isolated species, which does not, however, allow the identification of potential effects in natural systems. In addition, quantitative estimations of metal uptake in top consumers due to feeding are generally focused on the individual level and do not evaluate the consequences of metal addition at demographic or population levels. An experimental system, composed of the marine microalga Nannochloris oculata Droop, 1955 and the herbivorous rotifer Brachionus plicatilis Müller, 1786, was implemented in order to evaluate (1) whether the interaction of 2 metals, Cd and Zn, causes a greater toxic effect on planktonic species than that obtained through the addition of single metals and (2) whether the toxicity of these metals on a target herbivore population increases through the indirect route of food intake. Factorial experiments were developed, and results indicated that the toxicity on populations was higher when metals were combined, suggesting resource-dependent interaction. Consumption of contaminated algae had a negative effect on the growth rate of B. plicatilis, driven mainly by decreased juvenile and adult survival. This effect was opposite to the direct effect of dissolved metals in the medium. It is suggested that assessment of the interaction between toxic substances, as well as between populations, inserted in trophic networks, is necessary when quantifying the effects of disturbances on marine populations. Finally, our results highlight the relevance of indirect effects using a purely demographic tool focused on population level.
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INTRODUCTION

Aquatic pollution is commonly quantified through the evaluation of its impact on biotic components. Pollutants impact aquatic organisms directly, damaging cells and affecting metabolism. This affects performance of individuals and thus their vital rates, which commonly reduces the growth and density of the whole population. Direct effects of contaminants on populations are readily quantified in laboratory toxicity tests, which usually employ model species with exposures to a single toxicant.

Nevertheless, in nature, the toxic effect of pollutants does not act on a single population. Moreover, contaminated habitats usually contain more than a single pollutant; these complications might cause unexpected effects. First, indirect effects are produced by interactions among populations. The direct effect of a pollutant on one or more species may be transmitted to other members of the community and spread through the network of ecological interactions (Preston 2002, Fleeger et al. 2003). Therefore, the net effect (sum of all direct and indirect effects) of contamination on a natural population can only be evaluated if the minimum environmental conditions are considered, i.e. dealing with the focal population as part of an interaction network with other populations.

Second, contaminated systems are simultaneously exposed to combinations of stressors including different chemical contaminants. For instance, several...
heavy metals may be released into the water column from a single contaminating source, or a single released metal can act in combination with other pollutants released from the sediments (Wikfors & Ukeles 1982, Evtushenko et al. 1984, Cairns & Biukema 1987, Landis & Yu 2005). Each single stressor may impact species within a natural system in a particular way, but, in association with other components, may produce synergistic effects (Cassee et al. 1998). Thus, multiple stressors may have an unpredictable effect on the community (Fleeger et al. 2003).

Two common heavy metals that co-occur in nature are cadmium (Cd) and zinc (Zn). Cd is a highly toxic heavy metal (Tortell & Price 1996, Nassiri et al. 1997), the effects of which may be observed at several trophic levels of marine food webs, including micro- and macroalgae, zooplankton, molluscs and crustaceans (Elinder & Piscator 1978, Nassiri et al. 1997, Juárez-Franco et al. 2007). On the other hand, although Zn is an essential micronutrient for phytoplankton, which is used as a cofactor in many enzymes (Aravind & Vara 2005, Xu et al. 2012), at high concentrations it may be toxic (Juárez-Franco et al. 2007). Earlier evidence suggested that the combined effect of Cd and Zn at high concentrations could be lethal at any trophic level (Elinder & Piscator 1978, Wolter et al. 1984, Lee & Morel 1995, Aravind & Vara 2005, Juárez-Franco et al. 2007). As Cd is known to replace Zn for some biological functions in a selection of phytoplankton species (Lane & Morel 2000, Xu et al. 2012), a certain degree of interaction between these metals is expected.

In the present study an experimental marine planktonic system was created, consisting of the rotifer Brachionus plicatilis (consumer) and the microalga Nannochloris oculata (food resource). Both species are suitable for use in toxicity bioassays because of their sensitivity to several contaminants, easy maintenance in the laboratory and their functional role in aquatic ecosystems (Snell & Janssen 1995, Marcial et al. 2005, Nandini et al. 2007, Snell & Joaquim-Justo 2007). In this system we assessed 2 means of metal uptake on rotifer individuals, one direct way defined as uptake of dissolved metals in the medium and another defined as indirect uptake through consumption of food treated with metals in sublethal concentrations. The objectives of this study were (1) to determine the existence of an interaction in the toxicity of Cd and Zn and its effect on the growth of rotifer B. plicatilis populations and (2) to assess the relevance of direct and indirect metal uptake (dissolved vs. N. oculata ingestion) on the demographic and population response of B. plicatilis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organisms and culture conditions

The rotifer Brachionus plicatilis and alga Nannochloris oculata were provided by the Marine Research Center of Quintay (CIMARQ), where they have been maintained isolated for >5 yr, under the standard culture conditions used in fish cultures. The marine microalga N. oculata was cultured in sterile F/2 medium Guillard (SIGMA) and the rotifer B. plicatilis was cultured in seawater autoclaved at 121°C, under standardized laboratory conditions. The rotifer stock cultures were fed with N. oculata at a density of 0.2 × 10^6 cells ml^-1, and the medium was changed every 72 h.

Toxicity on algae

The toxicity tests of Cd(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 on Nannochloris oculata were performed at 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 and 100.0 mg l^-1 of the corresponding salt. The assays were conducted for 96 h in a culture chamber with constant light at 20 ± 1°C, with manual agitation every 6 h. N. oculata was inoculated in 25 ml medium into 100 ml glass flasks at an initial density of 4.0 × 10^4 cells ml^-1 extracted from stock cultures in log phase growth. From the initial and final densities, the daily growth rate was estimated as the slope of the log-transformed density with time, using least-squares regression. Median effective concentrations (EC50) were estimated, defined as the concentration of trace metals required provoking a response halfway between the control response and the maximum response; here the endpoint was considered as intrinsic population growth (Luoma & Rainbow 2008). Three concentrations for each metal were selected from the probit curve (corresponding to EC25, EC50 and EC75) to evaluate the effect of a gradient of Cd and Zn alone and together on the growth of N. oculata.

In order to control for the addition of nitrates in the treatments, the growth rate of Nannochloris oculata was estimated under a gradient of NaNO3 concentrations. This was performed under identical conditions and with the same concentrations employed in the metal test described above. The difference in the growth rate of N. oculata between treatments with and without metal was estimated for each concentration, obtaining the growth rate observed as the metal treatment effect.
Factorial experiments

Preliminary acute toxicity tests of Cd and Zn on Brachionus plicatilis were performed at 0, 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.50 and 1.0 mg l−1 of the corresponding salt in glass vessels of 50 ml, containing 20 female neonates (<12 h old) in 20 ml of seawater. Survival was determined after 24 h. This allows estimation of the percentile lethal concentration (LC) of the metals. After the results obtained in these preliminary tests, concentrations corresponding to LC25, LC50 and LC75 were used for 2 factorial experiments in order to establish a gradient of metal concentrations.

A first 3-way factorial experiment was performed to estimate the combined effect of metal concentration, metal type exposure and food level on rotifer growth rate under laboratory conditions. Levels of the factors were (1) Cd (Cd alone), Zn (Zn alone), and Cd-Zn (Cd and Zn together), for type of metal; (2) control (no metal addition), low level (corresponding to LC25 of each metal), medium level (LC50 of each metal) and high level (LC75 of each metal), for metal concentration; and (3) low (0.05 × 10^5 cells ml−1) and high (0.25 × 10^5 cells ml−1) Nannochloris oculata density, for food level. These food densities were selected based on previous bioassay studies using N. oculata as food (Fernández-Casalderrey et al. 1993). For each treatment, 20 newborns (neonates <12 h old) were inoculated in individual 50 ml beakers. Every 24 h, each animal was checked for survival and its offspring were counted and discarded. From these data, age-specific fertility (μn, computed using the number of live offspring) and age-specific survivorship (Sx, the survival probability from age x to x + 1) were estimated. The experiment was continued until the last female of the cohort died; this allows construction of an age-structured matrix for each experimental combination. The finite population growth rate (λ) was calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the projection matrix. A 3-way ANOVA and a Tukey test for multiple comparisons were conducted in order to identify significant effects of interaction of metal type, concentration and food level on population growth rate.

A second 3-way factorial experiment was performed in order to assess the indirect toxic effect of metals on a Brachionus plicatilis population through the consumption of polluted food. Three experimental factors were used: (1) type of metal, in 3 levels: Cd (Cd alone), Zn (Zn alone) and Cd-Zn (Cd and Zn together); (2) metal source: medium (M, dissolved metal in the medium), alga (A, the metal was incorporated through algae grown in a medium enriched with cadmium and zinc nitrates) and both (M-A); and (3) food level: low (0.05 × 10^5 cells ml−1) and high (0.25 × 10^5 cells ml−1) Nannochloris oculata density (i.e. as in the first factorial experiment). For M, concentrations of the salt required by the first factor were 0.24 mg l−1 for Zn and 0.23 mg l−1 for Cd, obtained from probit regression. For A, microalgae were cultured in a medium with the required metal or metal combination, the concentrations being 0.99 mg l−1 of Cd and 1.3 mg l−1 of Zn, which are the EC75 estimated above. After 3 d of growth, the culture was centrifuged and cell density was estimated. The rest of the experimental conditions and specifications were the same as in the first factorial experiment. A factorial LTRE analysis (analysis of life table response) with a fixed design was conducted following Caswell (2001) (see Ramos-Jiliberto & Aránguiz-Acuña 2007). Consequently:

$$\lambda^{(klm)} = \lambda^{(l)} + \alpha^{(k)} + \beta^{(l)} \gamma^{(m)} + (\alpha\beta)^{(kl)} + (\beta\gamma)^{(lm)} + (\alpha\beta\gamma)^{(klm)}$$

where λ^(klm) is population growth rate of the matrix obtained with the kth type of metal, the lth level of resource and the mth metal concentration. α, β, γ are the main effects of the kth type of metal, the lth level of resource and the mth metal concentration, (αβ), (βγ), and (αβγ) are the pairwise interaction effects, and (αβγ) is the 3-way interaction effect. λ^(-) refers to the population growth rate of the overall mean matrix (A—). The effect of a factor on the finite growth rate can be further analyzed by estimating the contributions of each matrix coefficient (i.e. the survival and fertility rates):

$$\alpha^{(k)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(k)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(k)}} |_{p/2}$$

$$\beta^{(l)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(l)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(l)}} |_{p/2}$$

$$\gamma^{(m)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(m)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(m)}} |_{p/2}$$

$$\alpha\beta^{(kl)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(k)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(k)}} |_{p/2} - \alpha^{(k)} - \beta^{(l)}$$

$$\beta\gamma^{(lm)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(l)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(l)}} |_{p/2} - \beta^{(l)} - \gamma^{(m)}$$

$$\alpha\beta\gamma^{(klm)} = \sum_{i} (p_i^{(klm)} - p_i^{(l)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i^{(klm)}} |_{p/2} - \alpha^{(k)} - \beta^{(l)} - \gamma^{(m)}$$
where $p_r$-values are the vital rate parameters for treatment $k$, $l$, or $m$, and sensitivities are evaluated at the mean of both parameter sets ($P/2$).

An additional data analysis was performed on life tables generated under the the factors food levels and input methods of Cd and Zn together (through medium, algae, or both) in order to analyze the effect of source of combined metals on the vital rates. For this analysis, the age-structured matrix was reduced to a stage-structured matrix with 2 stages, juvenile and adult, giving 4 vital rates: juvenile survival ($\sigma_1$), adult survival ($\sigma_2$), number of time steps before reaching maturity ($\alpha$) and adult fertility mean ($\bar{F}$). This data analysis was restricted to the treatment in which rotifers were exposed to both metals together, and was repeated separately for both food levels. The analysis consists of computing rotifer $\lambda$ from a reference matrix $A(r)$. This $\lambda$ will be referred as $\lambda(r)$. $A(r)$ is calculated by pooling the data for the 3 treatments for the toxicant source. Based on the vital rates estimated for the $k$th treatment ($k: 1, 2$ and $3$, toxicant sources), a finite growth rate $\lambda^{(k)}$ and the difference between $\lambda^{(k)}$ and $\lambda^{(r)}$ are decomposed into contributions due to the effect of the treatment on each vital rate (for detailed estimations see Caswell 1996, Levin et al. 1996, Levin et al. 1996, Ramos-Jiliberto & Aránguiz-Acuna 2007).

The equation accounting for this decomposition is:

$$\lambda^{(k)} = \lambda^{(r)} + \sum_i (p_i^{(k)} - p_i^{(r)}) \frac{\partial \lambda}{\partial p_i} A^{(r)^{1/2}}$$

where the $p_i$-values are vital rate parameters of treatment $k$ and reference $r$, and sensitivities ($\partial \lambda / \partial p$) are evaluated at the means of both parameter sets ($P/2$).

Confidence intervals (95%) for $\lambda$, $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, $\alpha$ and $\bar{F}$ were computed by bootstrap re-sampling with a sample size of 5000 and individual life histories as the unit to be sampled (Meyer et al. 1986, Manly 1997).

In order to detect statistically significant differences between the growth rate in a treatment and the mean growth rate, individual life histories among treatments were permuted according to Manly (1997), with 5000 randomizations. We calculated the statistic $\theta_i$ after each permutation; according to Levin et al. (1996), for the $i$th permutation this is:

$$\theta_i = |\lambda_i^{(k)} - \lambda_i^{(r)}|$$

If the observed $\theta$-value was outside 95% of the distribution of $\theta$, a significant difference between growth rates was accepted.

Additionally, we quantified the LT50 (see Newman 2001); differences between treatments were tested by the Kruskal-Wallis test.

### Consumption experiment

In order to evaluate whether the presence of the pollutant in the alga modified consumption by *Brachionus plicatilis*, 20 juvenile individuals were inoculated in 50 ml glass beakers with $0.25 \times 10^5$ cells ml$^{-1}$ of *Nannochloris oculata*. Algae were cultured at the highest concentrations tested for each metal (see ‘Toxicity on algae’). A negative culture was maintained under identical conditions, except that rotifers were absent. Algae in a sample of each culture were counted in a Neubauer chamber 24 h after the beginning of the experiment. The clearance rate (CR) and the ingestion rate (IR) were estimated as:

$$CR = \frac{\ln(A_0 - A_t) \times V}{N \times \Delta t}$$

$$IR = CR \times \sqrt{A_0 \times A_t}$$

where $A_0$ and $A_t$ are algal densities at the beginning and end of the experiment, respectively, $\Delta t$ is experiment duration, $V$ is medium volume and $N$ is rotifer density (Soares et al. 2010). Differences in IR between different metal concentrations were tested with 1-way ANOVA.

### RESULTS

The EC and LC values obtained from the *Nannochloris oculata* and *Brachionus plicatilis* bioassays show a similar concentration among metals (Table 1). There were no significant differences in EC and LC values between metals ($t$-test, $p > 0.05$).

There were significant effects of food, concentration and type of metal and interaction of paired factors on population growth rates of *Brachionus plicatilis* (factorial ANOVA $p < 0.05$; Fig. 1). Growth rates were lower when the rotifer was exposed to Cd, Zn and Cd-Zn than in the control, but the combination of elements generated the lowest $\lambda$ values at both low and high food levels. Significant interaction between metal type and food level was reflected by a decrease in growth rate when Cd-Zn was provided at a low food density, contrary to the results observed with single metals. In conclusion, addition of single metals had negative effects on *B. plicatilis* growth when they were incorporated at low concentrations and the food density was low, and slightly negative or null effects at higher concentrations with a high food density. Nevertheless, this pattern was reversed when both metals were incorporated together, producing negative effects
at higher concentrations, which were even greater with high resources.

Results of the second factorial experiment showed that population growth rates of Brachionus plicatilis were greater than λ of the reference matrix, when metal inputs, either separately or together, were dissolved in the medium. Reduced growth rates were observed when rotifers were exposed to metals through treated algae, and the lowest growth rates were obtained with treated medium and algae. The decrease was greater, in general, with low food density (Fig. 2).

To facilitate interpretation of the LTRE analyses, only single-factor contributions and the contribution of the 3-factor interaction are shown. The factorial LTRE results indicate that the Cd-Zn combination treatment generated the greatest (and the only negative) effect on the variation of λ for Brachionus plicatilis with respect to the overall mean, while both metals alone produced positive effects on λ. The positive effect was slightly greater with Cd (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shows that resource density generated a marginal contribution to the variation of λ, with a negative effect of low resources and a positive effect of high resources. The way in which B. plicatilis incorporated metal generated the greatest contributions, with positive values occurring when the metal was dissolved in the medium and null contribution when metals were incorporated only through food uptake; the contribution was negative on the rotifer growth rate when the metal was incorporated through the

---

### Table 1. Nannochloris oculata, Brachionus plicatilis. Effective (EC) and lethal (LC) concentrations of Cd and Zn obtained from bioassays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th></th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th></th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Zn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nannochloris oculata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low level (EC25)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1395.2</td>
<td>Medium level (EC50)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2791.3</td>
<td>High level (EC75)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4187.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brachionus plicatilis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low level (LC25)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>338.8</td>
<td>Medium level (LC50)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>634.6</td>
<td>High level (LC75)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>972.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 1. Brachionus plicatilis. Population growth rates of B. plicatilis exposed to low, medium and high levels of Cd, Zn (see Table 1), or both together, at low (0.05 × 10⁵ cells ml⁻¹) or high (0.25 × 10⁵ cells ml⁻¹) Nannochloris oculata density. Error bars show 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. Significant differences between concentrations and between metal types for a given resource level are shown as circles.

Fig. 2. Brachionus plicatilis. Population growth rates of B. plicatilis exposed to metals (Cd, Zn, or both together) introduced by different routes (medium [M], food [A], or both [M-A]) at low (0.05 × 10⁵ cells ml⁻¹) or high (0.25 × 10⁵ cells ml⁻¹) Nannochloris oculata density. The horizontal line corresponds to the λ value of the reference matrix. Error bars show 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. Significant differences relative to the reference λ are shown by asterisks.
medium and by feeding (Fig. 3c). Finally, the 3-factor interaction (Fig. 4) showed that the addition of dissolved Cd contributed negatively with both low and high food density; with low food, indirect input (Treatment A) and both inputs (Treatment M-A) contributed positively, but, with high food density, all input forms had negative effects on population growth. Addition of dissolved Zn to the medium contributed positively to the growth rate of *B. plicatilis* at a similar magnitude with both low and high resources. Conversely, the indirect input of Zn through polluted algae generated the largest negative contribution to $\lambda$ with low food density; this contribution was smaller but equally negative with high food density. The net effect generated by the compensation of the 2 input methods was slightly negative with low food and positive with high food. Cd-Zn treatment via the medium generated negative effects on *B. plicatilis* $\lambda$ at both food levels (slight with low and greater with a high level); the indirect input (Treatment A) contributed positively to the deviation of the additive model, being greater at high food density,
and the effect of both inputs via M-A was negative on \( B. \ plicatilis \) \( \lambda \) with respect to the overall mean. Finally, interaction of all factors showed that the pattern of the form of metal input, either through filtration of the medium or feeding, generated contrary effects. The net effect of the M-A treatment was, in general, compensated by 2 partial vias. The greater negative contribution of Zn at low food density was compensated for by slight contributions of Cd addition, while, at the high food level, the negative effect of metals when combined was greater than that obtained with single metals.

The results of 1-way LTRE on the input method of Cd-Zn allowed decomposition of the effects of each treatment on \( \lambda \) through the contribution of specific vital rates to the variation of the estimated population growth relative to the overall mean \( \lambda \). Fig. 5 shows that, with low food level, the input of dissolved Cd-Zn through the medium (Treatment M) had marginally positive contributions to \( \sigma_1 \), \( \alpha \) and \( F \) and higher positive contributions to \( \sigma_2 \) with high food level; there were no negative effects at low food level, and at high food \( F \) contributed negatively. Food uptake (Treatment A) produced only significant negative contributions of \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) when food was at low concentration, while at higher concentration the contributions of \( \sigma_1 \) was positive, and \( \sigma_2 \) and \( \alpha \) contributed negatively. The input through both medium and food uptake (Treatment M-A) showed the greatest contributions to \( \lambda \) variation, most of them negative: \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) with low food level and \( \sigma_1 \), \( \sigma_2 \) and \( F \) with high food density. In conclusion, more significant contributions of vital rates to growth rate variation were observed at high food density, but the magnitude of these contributions was greater at low food level. Larger contributions to the decrease in \( \lambda \) were observed at the low food level, driven mainly by stronger negative effects on the survival of juveniles and adults when the metal combination was introduced through consumed algae and the medium. Treatment M-A caused the largest negative contributions of all the parameters to the change in \( \lambda \), with exception of the slightly positive contribution of \( \alpha \) observed at high food density.

Estimation of LT50 (Table 2) showed that exposure to Cd, Zn, or Cd-Zn generated earlier mortality in all treatments compared to the control, but the treatment with algae led to a shorter survival time than when the metal was dissolved in the medium. The shortest survival of \( B. \ plicatilis \) was obtained when it was exposed to both algae and metal dissolved in the medium.

## Table 2. \( B. \ plicatilis \). Median lethal times (LT50, d) according to metal: control (non-metal addition), Cd, Zn, or both (Cd-Zn) and method of exposure: dissolution in the medium (M), algal food (A), or both (M-A). Lower and upper limits (in parentheses) correspond to 95% confidence intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>M-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>7 (5.9–9.1)</td>
<td>3 (2.5–3.8)</td>
<td>2 (1.8–2.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>6 (4.9–8.2)</td>
<td>3 (1.9–3.2)</td>
<td>2 (1.6–3.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd-Zn</td>
<td>4 (3.4–4.9)</td>
<td>3 (1.9–3.8)</td>
<td>2 (1.9–2.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There were no significant differences observed in CR or IR between metal concentrations; therefore, it was assumed that Brachionus plicatilis consumption was not dependent on algal quality.

**DISCUSSION**

Population growth rates of the algae *Nannochloris oculata* and the herbivore *Brachionus plicatilis* were affected after exposure to either Cd or Zn alone, and there was an interactive effect of both metals together. Exposure to single metals affected *B. plicatilis* positively when food density was high, over a range of metal concentrations. Metals incorporated together produced more negative effects with high food resource. These results showed that the increased availability of algae promoted a greater toxicity of the combined metals, which was not observed with single metals.

Analyzing the metal uptake routes, it was observed that the indirect uptake of metals through feeding had a significant contribution to the net toxic effect on *Brachionus plicatilis*. The toxicity observed was mainly driven by negative contributions of the Cd-Zn interaction, of limited food density and of exposure to metals both dissolved in the medium and incorporated by feeding. In many cases, the direct effect imposed by exposure to a contaminated medium was offset by the effect of feeding with treated algae, particularly with Zn or Cd-Zn. The resultant net effect was explained mainly by a negative influence on juvenile and adult survival which was confirmed by LT50 estimation: *B. plicatilis* indirectly contaminated by feeding died before those exposed directly to the contaminated medium, and this survival was similar to that reached by treatment with medium and food.

Previous studies have shown that bioaccumulation of metals, Cd and Zn among others, plays an important role in their transfer through the diet of many marine consumer organisms (Croteau & Luoma 2008). Nevertheless, marine organisms also bioaccumulate trace metals from the dissolved phase (Tessier & Turner 1995). Although it is experimentally difficult to quantify accumulation by ingestion, it has been empirically demonstrated that zooplankton ingest Cd and Zn from their food (see Fisher & Reinfelder 1995). The relevance of this uptake route relative to the dissolved uptake route has been explained as follows: elements accumulated from ingested food become more concentrated in internal soft tissues than in surface organs and tissues, with potential consequences on the magnitude and immediacy of the effects of trace metals. Conversely, trace metals that follow dissolved uptake routes are associated with hard structures such as phytoplankton cell walls or zooplankton exoskeletons, which can remove non-assimilated metals by sinking fecal pellets (Fisher & Reinfelder 1995). Under an individualistic approach it has been shown that most of the Zn found in copepods is obtained from ingested food, with higher assimilation efficiency at low food concentrations, while most of the Cd accumulates from the dissolved phase (Wang et al. 1996, Wang & Fisher 1998). Nevertheless, the relative importance of trace element uptakes from the dissolved phase versus food ingestion in overall metal uptake depends on many specific consumer–resource traits and environmental conditions, making it difficult to determine general patterns and to predict effects (Langston & Spence 1995, Xu et al. 2012).

Our results allow us to confirm that an indirect effect due to feeding herbivores with algae grown under exposure to metals is a major component in the net toxic effect of metals on herbivores, even though the rotifers were growing in clean standard medium. Moreover, in our experimental design, metal concentrations in algae that served as food were lower than the highest concentration imposed directly on the rotifer, and this showed greater toxic effects on its consumer−resource traits and environmental conditions, making it difficult to determine general patterns and to predict effects (Langston & Spence 1995, Xu et al. 2012).

To the best of our knowledge, these results are novel in highlighting the relevance of indirect effects using a purely demographic tool focused on the population level that, although it does not reveal the underlying biochemical mechanisms that produce the observed population change, revealed higher order effects emerging only at the community level. Although the use of the intrinsic population growth rate (or finite population growth rate, as in this study) as the toxicological endpoint has been questioned in some cases (Snell & Janssen 1995), the estimation of...
the contributions of vital rates (σ1, σ2, α and \( \dot{F} \)) allowed us to explain the demographic cause of the observed effects at the population level. Nevertheless, the particular life cycle of Brachionus plicatilis would allow analysis of other endpoints that could provide additional information about tolerance to metals or to other toxic substances, e.g. resting-egg hatchability as an endpoint for pesticide exposure (Marcial et al. 2005). The approach used in the present study produces useful information about the ecological performance of a target population, measured as realized population growth. This kind of analysis, therefore, is complementary to single-species bioassays focused on individual response.
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